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16

Traffic and Transport

16.1

Introduction

16.1.1 This chapter has been prepared to set out the traffic generating characteristics of
the proposed Brechfa Forest Connection. The main effects arising from the
Proposed Development are associated with the construction phase which would
involve the routeing of the following vehicles to and from the site:


light vehicles (LV’s) – vehicles under 3.5t gross weight (3.5t);



heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) - vehicles 3.5t gross weight (>3.5t); and



abnormal indivisible loads (AIL) – heavier than 44 tonnes, vehicles longer than
18.75m and/or wider than three.

16.1.2 Extensive and detailed consultation has been undertaken (set out in further detail
below) with Carmarthenshire County Council (CCC) and the South Wales Trunk
Road Agency (SWTRA) regarding the potential for impacts on the roads in the
local area.
16.1.3 Details regarding development traffic and base traffic levels for the highways
affected by the project have been provided to consultees. Subsequent advice
received is that no detailed assessment of the environmental impacts of the traffic
and transport implications of the project during the construction, operational or
decommissioning phases is required.
16.1.4 As such the focus of this chapter is to set out the following;


a description of the local highway network;



current transport policy framework;



detailed information on the consultation;



details of the traffic generation/distribution of the proposed development; and
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details of the potential impact on the local and strategic highways network and
mitigation.

16.1.5 This chapter of the ES provides the narrative and the detailed calculations that
have informed the consultation agreement with the stakeholders.

16.2

Legislation and policy context

16.2.1 A summary of relevant legislation, criteria and standards as well as national,
regional and local policy is included here. Further discussion on policy is provided
within chapter 7.
National Policy
National Policy Statements
16.2.2 The Planning Act 2008 requires that when deciding an application the decisionmaker must have regard to the relevant National Policy Statement (in addition to
the local impact report and other matters). NPS provide the primary policy basis
for the consideration of nationally significant infrastructure projects. National
Policy Statement EN-1 is the overarching national policy statement for energy
whilst National Policy Statement EN-5 is specific to Electricity Networks
Infrastructure.
Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1)
16.2.3 Part 5.13 of the NPS provides policy and guidance relating to traffic and
transportation.
Traffic and transport
16.2.4 The NPS states that if a project is likely to have a significant transport effect, the
applicant should include a transport assessment using methodology stipulated in
the Department of Transport guidance or any following methodology and the
applicant should consult the Highways Agency and the Highways Authority.
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Furthermore, where appropriate, the applicant should prepare a travel plan to
mitigate transport impacts and provide details of proposed measures to improve
access by public transport, walking and cycling to reduce parking and mitigate
transport impacts.
16.2.5 The NPS states that the decision-maker should ensure that the applicant has
sought to mitigate the potential substantial impacts on the surrounding transport
infrastructure that may arise from an NSIP, both during operation and construction.
16.2.6 This chapter of the ES has been prepared with regard to consultation undertaken
with the Highway’s Agency (South Wales Trunk Road Agency (SWRTA)) and
Highway’s Authority (Carmarthenshire County Council). The requirement to
produce a travel plan is considered to not be relevant given the nature of the
development proposed, however a Traffic Management Plan has been prepared.
16.2.7 The NPS considers water borne and rail transport to be preferred over road
transport at all stages. Paragraph 5.13.11 highlights that decision makers may
attach requirements to a consent where there is likely to be a substantial HGV
traffic. WPD considers that the use of water borne or rail transport is not
appropriate given the number of deliveries envisaged to construct the Proposed
Development.
National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5)
16.2.8 The National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure EN-5 does
not provide technology specific guidance in relation to traffic and transport.
Other planning policy
16.2.9 Whilst the NPS provide the primary basis for the determination of applications for
development consent the decision maker can consider other matters which it
considers both important and relevant to its decisions. These may include other
national and local planning policy.
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Wales Spatial Plan Update 2008
16.2.10 The Wales Spatial Plan identifies six sub-regions within Wales. The Proposed
Development sits primarily at the eastern edge of the ‘Pembroke – The Haven’
sub-region. The policy advice contained within the Plan with regard to this subarea and the two other sub-areas which are potentially affected has been taken
into consideration in the preparation of this chapter.
Planning Policy Wales (ed7) (July 2014)
16.2.11 Planning Policy Wales (PPW) contains guidance considered relevant to the scope
of the environmental assessment. PPW is supported by a number of Technical
Advice Notes (TANs).
PPW chapter 8 transport
16.2.12 Section 8.7 provides policy advice for the consideration of transportation within
development management. Paragraph 8.7.1 states that when determining
planning application for development that has transport implications, the local
planning authorities should take into account:


the impacts of the proposed development on travel demand;



the level and nature of public transport provision;



accessibility by a range of different transport modes;



the willingness of a developer to promote travel by public transport, walking or
cycling, or to provide infrastructure or measures to manage traffic, to
overcome transport objections to the proposed development (payment for
such measures will not, however, justify granting planning permission to a
development for which it would not otherwise be granted);



the environmental impact of both transport infrastructure and the traffic
generated (with a particular emphasis on minimising the causes of climate
change associated with transport); and
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the effects on the safety and convenience of other users of the transport
network.

16.2.13 The assessment of traffic and transport contained within this chapter has identified
the anticipated vehicle movements associated with the Proposed Development.
Technical Advice Notes 18:Transport (2007)
16.2.14 TAN 18 describes how to integrate land use and transport planning. It explains
how transport impacts should be assessed and mitigated. It provides advice on,


integration between land use planning and transport;



location of development;



parking;



design of development;



walking and cycling;



public transport;



planning for transport infrastructure; and



assessing impacts and managing implementation.

16.2.15 The approach to the assessment of impacts set out within TAN 18 has influenced
the scope and approach taken and reported within this chapter.
Local and Regional Policy
16.2.16 Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) are not subject to s38(6) of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2004), which states that
determination of planning consent should be in accordance with the local
development plan. Local planning policy does not therefore set the tests for the
acceptability of NSIPs. However, as previously noted the decision-maker can
consider other matters which it considers both important and relevant to its
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decisions. These matters may include local planning policy.
16.2.17 The proposed development falls wholly within the boundary of Carmarthenshire
County Council. As such, due consideration has been given to the relevant
policies in the adopted Carmarthenshire Local Development Plan (LDP). Those
policies which are considered relevant to the scope of this chapter are listed below
and they are summarised in Chapter 7 of this ES.
Carmarthenshire Local Development Plan (December 2014)
16.2.18 The relevant policies are listed below:


SP1- Sustainable Places and Spaces;



SP2- Climate Change;



SP9- Transportation;



SP17- Infrastructure;



GP1- Sustainability and High Quality Design;



TR1- Primary and Core Road Networks; and



TR2- Location of Development- Transport Considerations;



TR3- Highways in Development- Design Considerations.

16.2.19 Local plan policy is consistent with national planning policy to the extent that traffic
effects arising from new development should be considered and assessed (CLDP
SP9). Policy guidance on the approach to be taken to the consideration of
development effects upon the primary road network is also provided (CLDP TR1).
South West Wales Integrated Transport Consortium (SWWITCH) Regional Transport Plan
16.2.20 This document contains seven objectives; of potential relevance is Objective 6
which seeks to implement measures to improve the negative impact of transport
across the region on the natural and built environment and to improve safety. It
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specifies that such measures should be monitored through the provision of an
Environmental Impact Assessment.
Policy conclusions
16.2.21 The Planning Act 2008 requires that the decision-maker must decide an
application for energy infrastructure in accordance with the relevant NPSs. NPS
EN-1 provides policy and guidance on matters pertaining to traffic and transport as
such has informed the scope of this chapter and the approach to consultation with
key consultees. The decision-maker may also take into account other matters,
these matters may include national and local planning policy. National and local
planning policy has been reviewed and has also informed the scope of this
chapter.

16.3

Consultation

16.3.1 During the preparation of this chapter, consultation was undertaken with the
identified key stakeholders as follows;


Carmarthenshire County Council (Planning and Highways Department);



South Wales Trunk Road Agency (SWTRA);



The Planning Inspectorate (PINS); and



The Welsh Government (WG).

16.3.2 A meeting was undertaken on the 31 March 2014 with CCC, SWTRA and WG to
discuss the initial scope of the project and the EIA chapter. As part of the
discussions, the scheme route alignment options and potential traffic generation
figures were tabled.
16.3.3 The project team anticipated that the level of traffic generated by the development
would be similar to the construction of a nearby gas pipeline, which had not been
perceived to be an issue by the attending stakeholders.
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16.3.4 CCC also stated that due to the low number of vehicles generated by the
Proposed Development, traffic hotspots rather than overall percentage increases
on affected links would be the key concern.
16.3.5 On the basis of the initial discussions, it was agreed that a Transport Assessment
would not be required providing the development did not generate significant
volumes of traffic during either the construction or operational phases. However, a
Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) (Volume 8.7) would be required to
support the application.
16.3.6 It was agreed that the next formal response from the local and strategic highway
authorities would be to the EIA scoping note.
16.3.7 Following the meeting in March 2014, a scoping opinion was requested. The key
traffic and transport issues set out within the request were that;


materials for the construction of the Proposed Development will come from
existing WPD sites in South East Wales;



the A48 was proposed to be scoped out of the EIA assessment as the road is
already designed to accommodate significant levels of traffic;



it was considered unnecessary to undertake traffic counts;



TEMPRO would be used determine traffic growth factors;



if any assessment was to be undertaken this would be based on the
methodologies contained in the Guidelines for the Environmental Assessment
of Road Traffic (IEMA guidelines);



the operational phase of the connection will result in no regular vehicle
movements and was proposed to be scoped out of the EIA traffic and
transport chapter;



the decommissioning phase, if implemented, will be take place at least
25 years after construction is complete (at the earliest). Due to changes in the
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baseline situation where traffic growth may have occurred, it was considered
impractical to assess the decommissioning phase;


cumulative impacts with the proposed wind farms may overlap with the
connection construction period, which would be further considered at the latter
stage; and



mitigation would primarily be in the form of traffic management as described
within the CTMP (Volume 8.7).

16.3.8 As a prescribed body CCC responded to the request for a scoping opinion on
11 April 2014. The following summarises the response;


initial traffic figures that have been presented are low;



CCC Highways Department would expect the routes to be assessed on the
basis that where uplift is expected the absolute impact be considered;



logging activities should be clarified; and



details of any proposed construction compounds should be set out.

16.3.9 The Secretary of State’s scoping opinion received in August 2014 include
comment on the matter of traffic and transportation and is summarised as follows;


expectation that the study area be described fully as part of the chapter;



any traffic count requirements should be agreed with the local authority;



the Secretary of State agrees that that transport and access impacts of the
operational and maintenance phase can be scoped out of the EIA given the
size and nature of the project; and



the Secretary of State does not agree the impacts of the decommissioning
phase can be scoped out. Evidence that the background traffic levels are
predicted to rise should be presented within the chapter.

16.3.10 Following the outcome of the initial consultation and subsequent scoping exercise
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an assessment of the HGV routes, access locations and traffic generation for the
proposed development was undertaken. The information was submitted to CCC
and SWTRA for consideration in October 2014.
16.3.11 A subsequent meeting was undertaken on the 17 of October 2014 with CCC and
SWTRA to finalise the scope of assessment for the Traffic and Transport EIA
chapter. The following was agreed;


that the highest traffic generating phase of the project would be construction,
and that initial traffic figures (based on a worst case) set out by AMEC were
not significant enough to require assessment within the Traffic and Transport
ES chapter;



that the Noise and Air Quality chapters of the ES need not provide any
environmental assessment of the anticipated traffic generated by the
development in the construction phase;



referring to the Secretary of State’s scoping opinion, the effects of the
development in transport terms, during operation and decommissioning, were
also scoped out. It was noted that the decommissioning traffic flows are
estimated to be less than that of construction. It was also considered that by
the time the decommissioning occurs, background traffic flows will be higher
(as a result of natural traffic growth) and as such any impacts would be diluted.
To satisfy the Secretary of State, the Traffic and Transport ES chapter will set
out the date of decommissioning and the likely percentage increase in
background traffic during this time period;



WPD will consider the cumulative impact of AIL’s, and investigate whether the
delivery of the Proposed Development Cable Drum AIL’s will conflict with the
proposed wind farm AIL deliveries, based on the assumption that the Cable
Drums are in fact identified as AIL’s.



it was agreed that due to the low level of general construction traffic
movements generated by the development, no cumulative assessment of
general construction vehicles will be required;
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mitigation required as a result of the construction of the OHL will be secured
through submission of a CTMP (Volume 8.7). WPD will undertake consultation
with the relevant stakeholders going forward to prepare a document that is
agreed by all parties.

16.3.12 The agreements above were included in a letter to CCC and SWTRA; the former
responded positively to the letter on the 24 October 2014, a copy of which is
included as Appendix 16.1. No response has been received from the latter,
although the agreements were approved in principal during the meeting held on 17
October 2014. The response from CCC confirms that the contents of the letter
(and the agreements above) are acceptable.
16.3.13 The aforementioned agreements have informed the contents of the remaining
sections of this chapter. It was also agreed in the meeting on the 17 October 2014
that this chapter would set out the traffic flow methodology and the impacts on
local roads as presented in the meeting.
Table 16.1 – Summary of Consultation Relating to Traffic and Transportation
Date and consultation
phase/type

Consultation and issue
raised

Section where comment
addressed

11 April 2014 –
CCC response to
request for Scoping
Opinion

Route assessments will take
into account uplift.

Section 16.7

Logging activities
should be clarified

Section 16.2

Details of proposed
construction compounds
should be set out
Details of the proposed traffic
generation should be
included in the chapter

Section 16.2

The study area should be
fully described within the
chapter.

Section 16.7

Evidence of background

Section 16.6

August 2014 –
Secretary of State’s
Scoping Opinion
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Date and consultation
phase/type

Consultation and issue
raised

Section where comment
addressed

traffic growth needs to be
included
October 2014 –
CCC & SWTRA EIA
Scoping

Investigate the cumulative
impact of AIL’s that may be
generated by the project

No AILs are required on the
project and as such this has
been scoped out

Mitigation required as a result Included within the CTMP
of the construction of the OHL (Volume 8.7)
will be secured through the
TMP.
The “streets” Section of the
DCO Submission

19 November 2014 –
Works in the
Highway/Proposed
Undergrounding/Draft
DCO Submission - CCC

Content and nature of the
Draft DCO were discussed

19 December 2014 –
Project Update – Welsh
Government/SWTRA

Detailed proposals for the
Included within the CTMP
management of a closure and (Volume 8.7)
diversion on A48 required

Mitigation required to alleviate Included within the CTMP
impacts from Underground
(Volume 8.7)
cable alignment

Content and nature of the
Draft DCO were discussed.

12 March 2015 – CTMP
Discussion – CCC

Detailed proposals for the
management of vehicles to
and from accesses and
into/out of accesses required.
Details of the accesses
designs, and visibility
improvements required
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The “streets” Section of the
DCO Submission
Included within the CTMP
(Volume 8.7)

Included in TA (Volume 8.8)
or on “Access and Rights of
Way Plans” submitted to
support the DCO.
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16.4

Assessment methodology

16.4.1 Based on the pre-application consultation and scoping as set out in Section 16.3
of this report, it has been agreed by all relevant stakeholders that no assessment
of effects for any phase of the development is required.
16.4.2 It was however agreed that this chapter would set out the detailed traffic
generation assumptions and figures that were presented to CCC/SWTRA.

16.5

Baseline conditions

16.5.1 The study area is bisected in the east/west direction by the A48. This is the main
transportation corridor between the M4 and South West Wales. The A48 joins the
A40 immediately to the south of Carmarthen and connects the town with Swansea
to the East. West of Carmarthen the A40 connects with Haverford West and
Fishguard while to the east it connects Carmarthen with Llandeilo and Llandovery.
16.5.2 Both the A48 and A40 are trunk roads and hence the responsibility of the SWTRA.
16.5.3 The main north/south routes are the A485 (to the north of Carmarthen) and the
A484 to the south. These are both single carriageway roads and are the
responsibilities of CCC.
16.5.4 North of Carmarthen the A485 passes through a number of small villages as it
heads north towards New Inn and Llanybudder whiles to the south of Carmarthen
the A484 passes through Llandyfaelog to Kidwelly and Burry Port.
16.5.5 Connecting to these main highways are a network of smaller A, B, C and
unclassified roads, which are required to provide access to the various points
along the grid connection route.
16.5.6 There are a total of 92 accesses proposed from the public highway network. The
92 accesses are comprised of; existing accesses, new temporary accesses and
finally one pedestrian access. The accesses include 86 accesses to the OHL, five
accesses to various areas on the underground cable section (which including one
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pedestrian only access) the one access is to the Carmarthen showground for the
main contractors compound.
16.5.7 All of the proposed access points have been visited to ensure they are capable
and appropriate of serving the Proposed Development, and further details of the
technical proposals (safety, capacity and management) are included within the
Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) and Transport Assessment (TA)
which accompanies the DCO application (Volumes 8.7 and 8.8).
16.5.8 The access points have been numbered from the south to the north of the grid
connection route (1 to 92). Figure 16.1 (Sheets 1 to 3) identifies the location of
each access point and it includes the construction routes that are proposed to be
used.
16.5.9 A description of the highway from which the access points are served is provided
below.
Access points 1 to 6 – accessed from C2057 (Carmarthen Road)
16.5.10 Access points 1 - 6 are served off the C2057, which runs between Llandyfaelog
and Ferryside. This road is a single carriageway road. To the west of Llandyfaelog
there is a junction with the A484. The A484 provides access to Kidwelly and
Carmarthen.
16.5.11 Within the vicinity of the accesses, the carriageway is approximately 5.5m wide,
with grass verges and hedgerows on either side. The road also passes through an
area of woodland west of accesses 1, 2 and 3. There are no streetlights present
on the road and it is subject to the National Speed limit for the road type of 60mph.
The road is considered to be well maintained and of a good standard.
Access point 7 - accessed from U2218
16.5.12 Access point 7 is accessed from the U2218 which runs between the C2057 and
the C2074 (Near Constant Farm). This road is a narrow single carriageway road
with passing places (informal) and is a rural road characterised with high hedges
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abutting the road. The road provides access to five properties and is a through
route so is likely used a ‘rat run’ for a small number of local residents.
16.5.13 Within the vicinity of the accesses, the carriageway is approximately 3m wide, with
a large verge to the south of the road prior to a bridge crossing of the Nant
Morlais. To the north of the road there is a grass verge and hedgerow. There are
no streetlights present on the road and it is subject to the National Speed limit for
the road type of 60mph. The road is considered to be well maintained for a rural
road and of a good standard between the C2057 and Access 7.
Access Point 8, 9 and 17 – accessed from A484
16.5.14 Access points 8 and 9 are served directly off the A484 which links Carmarthen to
Kidwelly. The road is a high standard single carriageway road. The road does not
have street lights in the vicinity of accesses 8 and 9 and is subject to the 50mph
speed limit.
16.5.15 Within the vicinity of accesses 8 and 9 the road is straight and crests the top of a
gradient which limits forward visibility. To the side of the road there is a small
verge and then a large hedge.
16.5.16 Within the vicinity of access 17 the road is straight and on a flat gradient. To the
side of the road on the west are a footpath, verge and hedge, while to the east
there is just a small verge and hedge. There is a small streetlight on a telegraph
pole near this access.
Access Point 10 to 11 – accessed from U2220
16.5.17 Access points 10 and 11 are served off the U2220 Lon Ceirw (Ceirw Lane)
accessed from the A484 between Kidwelly and Carmarthen. The U220 is a
narrow, rural, single carriageway of approximately 2.5m in width, bordered by
grass verges and hedgerows. The road is subject to the national speed limit.
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Access Point 12 to 19 – accessed from C2074
16.5.18 Access points 12 to 19 are served off the C2074 to the east of the A484 between
Kidwelly and Carmarthen. The road routes in a south-west to north-east alignment
towards the small village of Bancycapel. The road is narrow rural single
carriageway, approximately 2.5m to 3m wide, subject to national speed limits, with
small grass verges and hedgerows along both sides of the carriageway.
Access points 20 – 21 – accessed from U2207
16.5.19 Access points 20 and 21 are served off the U2207 to the west of the B4309
between Llanelli and Carmarthen. The road routes in a south-west to north-east
alignment towards the small village of Bancycapel. Prior to the village the road
intersects with another unclassified road from the north, which serves access
points 20 and 21. The road is narrow rural single carriageway, approximately
2.5m wide, subject to national speed limits, with small grass verges and
hedgerows along both sides.
Access point 22 – accessed from B4309
16.5.20 Access point 22 is served directly off the B4309 approximately 500m north of the
village of Bancycapel. The B4309 is a single carriageway road, predominantly
subject to national speed limit (changing to 30mph through villages), with grass
verges and hedgerows along the edge of the carriageway and an approximate
width of 5.5m.
Access point 23, 24, 25, 26– accessed from B4306
16.5.21 Access points 23, 24, 25 and 26 are accessed from the B4306 to the east of the
B4309, just north of Bancycapel. Within the vicinity of the access points the B4306
is a single carriageway road, subject to national speed limit with an approximate
width of 5.5m. The carriageway has grass verges and hedgerows along both
sides.
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Access point 27 – accessed from U2221
16.5.22 Access point 27 is served off the U2221 to the West of Bancycapel. The road is
narrow rural single carriageway subject to the national speed limit, and has an
approximate width of 2.2m, with grass verges and hedgerows on both sides. North
of Bryngorse Issa the road is private and not part of the local highways network.
Access point 28 – accessed from U2201
16.5.23 Access point 28 is served from the U2201 which routes north from the B4306, and
connects with the C2071 located to the south of the A48. The road is narrow rural
single carriageway, which is approximately 2.8m wide. Grass verges and
hedgerows flank either side. The road is subject to the national speed limit.
Access points 29 – 33 – accessed from C2071
16.5.24 Accesses 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 are all accessed from the C2071, which routes
north/south from the U2201, to the south to the A48. The C2071 is a narrow, rural,
single carriageway road which is approximately 3m wide and is subject to the
national speed limit. Hedgerow and verges flank the road on both sides.
Access points 34, 35 – accessed from U2203
16.5.25 Access points 34 and 35 are served from the U2203 which in turn is served from
the C2071 to the east and Heol Bolahaul in Cwmffrwd to the west. The U2203 is a
narrow, rural, single carriageway rural lane which is approximately 2.5m wide and
is subject to the national speed limit. Hedgerows and verge lie in close proximity
to both sides of the carriageway.
Access points 36 to 38 – accessed from U2169
16.5.26 Access points 36 to 38 are served from the U2169 single carriageway road north
of the A48. The U2169 is a narrow, rural, single carriageway rural lane which is
approximately 3m wide and is subject to the national speed limit. Hedgerows and
verge flank the carriageway on both sides.
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Access point 39 – accessed from C2071
16.5.27 Access point 39 is served directly from the C2071 a single carriageway road which
links east Carmarthen to Nantycaws and a junction with the A48. This was the
former trunk road out of Carmarthen before the construction of the A48 and is
therefore of a high standard. The road is subject to national speed limits. Near the
site access the road is a three lane carriageway as the uphill direction has a
crawler lane.
Access points 40 - 42 – accessed from C2070
16.5.28 Access points 40 to 42 are served from the C2070. The C2070 road is a narrow,
rural, single carriageway with widths between 2.2 and 3.0 metres, it is subject to
national speed limits and bound either side with grass verges and hedgerows.
Access points 43 - 46 – accessed from W4488
16.5.29 Access points 43 to 46 are served from the W4488 is a narrow rural single
carriageway road north of the C2071. The W4488 carriageway is between 2.2 and
3.0 metres wide, subject to national speed limits and bound either side by grass
verges and hedgerows.
Access point 47 – accessed from B4300
16.5.30 Access point 47 is served off a byway open to all traffic (BOAT) which runs from
the B4300 south east. The BOAT is a single carriageway of approximately 2.5m
width, flanked by fencing on either side of the road and no significant verge.
Access points 48 and 49 – accessed from C2030 (Abergwili Road)
16.5.31 Access points 48 and 49 are served off the C2030 Abergwili Road between
Abergwili to the west and Carmarthen to the east. Abergwili Road is
approximately 9m wide, single carriageway and subject to a 30mph speed limit.
The road has street lighting and at least one pedestrian footway at any part of its
route.
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Access point 50 – accessed from A485
16.5.32 Access point 50 is served off the A485 north of Carmarthen. The A485 is a high
standard single carriageway, which is approximately 9m wide and is subject to the
national speed limit. There is a pedestrian footway along one side of the
carriageway. No street lighting is present along the A485 near the location of the
access.
Access point 52 – accessed from U2095
16.5.33 Access point 52 is served off the U2095 which routes in an east/west direction
between the A485 and the U2094. The U2095 is a narrow, rural, single
carriageway rural road which is approximately 3m wide and is subject to the
national speed limit. Hedgerows and verge flank the carriageway in close
proximity.
Access points 51, 53 and 54– accessed from U2094
16.5.34 Access points 51, 53, and 54 are served from the U2094 which routes in a
north/south direction. The U2094 is a narrow, rural, single carriageway rural road
which is approximately 3m wide and is subject to the national speed limit.
Hedgerows and verge flank either side of the carriageway.
Access points 55, 56 – accessed from C2048
16.5.35 Access points 55 and 56 are served off the C2048 to the west of the A485 near
Peniel. The road is a narrow, rural, single carriageway rural road and is
approximately 2.5m wide. Hedgerows and verge flank the carriageway on both
sides. The road is subject to the national speed limit.
Access points 57-60 – accessed from U2097
16.5.36 Accesses 57, 58, 59 and 60 are served by the U2097 from the A485 which is
located to the east. The U2097 is a narrow, single carriageway rural road which is
approximately 2.5m wide and is subject to the national speed limit. Hedgerow and
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verge flank the carriageway for the majority of its length.
Access points 61, 62 – accessed from U2098
16.5.37 Accesses 61 and 62 are served by the U2098 which links to the A485 which is
located to the east. The U2098 is a narrow, single carriageway rural road which
routes east/west and is approximately 2.75m wide. The road is subject to the
national speed limit. Hedgerow and verge flank the carriageway on both sides.
Access points 63-65 – accessed of A485
16.5.38 Accesses 63, 64 and 65 are served directly from the A485. The A485 is a single
carriageway which is approximately 9m wide and is of a high standard. The road is
subject to a 30mph speed limit through the section of road where the accesses are
located. A pedestrian footway is located on the eastern side of the carriageway,
there is however no street lighting in the immediate vicinity of the accesses.
Access points 66-68 – accessed from U5550
16.5.39 Accesses 66, 67 and 68 are served by the U5550 which routes east/west from the
B4301 in the west to the A485 in the east. The U5550 is a narrow, single
carriageway rural road which is approximately 3m wide and is subject to the
national speed limit. Hedgerow and verge flank the carriageway on both sides.
Access point 69 – accessed from U5551
16.5.40 Access 69 is served by the U5551 which routes east/west from the B4301 in the
west to the A485 in the east. The U5551 is a narrow, rural, single carriageway lane
which gives access to a number of residential dwellings in the eastern section of
the road and agricultural land to the west of the road. The U5551 is subject to the
national speed limit and is between 2.7 and 5.5m wide. Hedgerow and verges
flank the carriageway on both sides along the section of road through agricultural
land where the access is located.
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Access points 70, 71 and 74 – accessed from B4301
16.5.41 Accesses 70, 71 and 74 are accessed directly from the B4301 which routes
north/south. The B4301 is a single carriageway and is approximately 5.5m wide.
The road is subject to the national speed limit and is flanked by verges on both
sides of the carriageway.
Access points 72, 73 – accessed from U5552
16.5.42 Accesses 72 and 73 are served by the U5552, which routes east/west from the
B4301 situated to the east to the A485. The U5552 is a narrow, rural, single
carriageway lane which is approximately 2.8m wide and is subject to the national
speed limit. Hedgerow and verge flank the carriageway on both sides along its
length.
Access points 75, 76 – accessed from U5552
16.5.43 Accesses 75 and 76 are served from the U5552 which routes west away from the
B4301 to Llanpumsaint. The U5552 is a narrow, rural, single carriageway road
which is approximately 3.2m wide and is subject to the national speed limit.
Hedgerow and verges flank the carriageway on both sides.
Access point 77 – accessed from B4301
16.5.44 Access 77 is served directly from the B4301 which routes in a north/south
direction. The B4301 is a single carriageway, which is approximately 6m wide and
is subject to a 50mph speed limit near the access location. A pedestrian footway
and street lighting are provided on the western side of the carriageway
immediately north of the access. The B4301 meets the A485 at a priority junction
approximately 75m north of the access.
Access points 78, 79, 81 and 82 – accessed from A485
16.5.45 Accesses 78, 79, 81 and 82 are served directly from the A485. The A485 is a high
quality single carriageway which is approximately 7.5m wide and is subject to a
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50mph speed limit past accesses 78 and 79, and subject to the national speed
limit past accesses 81 and 82. Pedestrian footways are provided on the west of
the carriageway past accesses 78 and 79 and on the east of the carriageway past
accesses 81 and 82. No street lighting is present.
Access point 80 – accessed from C1317
16.5.46 Access 80 is served by the C1317 which routes east away from the A485. The
C1317 is a narrow, rural, single carriageway road which is approximately 4m wide
and is subject to the national speed limit. Hedgerow and verges flank the
carriageway on both sides.
Access point 83 – accessed from U5500
16.5.47 Access 83 is located at the end of the public highway on the U5500, which routes
west from the A485. The U5500 is a narrow, rural, single carriageway road which
is approximately 2.8m wide and is subject to the national speed limit. Hedgerow
and verges flank the carriageway on both sides.
Access points 84 – 87 – accessed from A485
16.5.48 Accesses 84 to 87 are served directly from the A485, which routes north /south.
The A485 is a high standard single carriageway road, which is approximately 6.5m
wide and is subject to the national speed limit. Pedestrian footways are provided
on the eastern side of the carriageway past accesses 84, 86 and 87 and on the
western side of the carriageway past access 85. No street lighting is present.
Access point 88 – accessed from U5502
16.5.49 Access 88 is located at the end of the public highway and is served by the U5502
which routes east from the A485 in Alltwalis. The U5502 is a narrow, rural, single
carriageway road, which is approximately 2.7m wide and is subject to the national
speed limit. A hedgerow is located at the side of the carriageway in close
proximity.
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Access point 89 – accessed from U5501
16.5.50 Access 89 is located at the end of the public highway and is served by the U5501
which routes north east from the A485. The U5501 is a narrow, rural, single
carriageway road which is approximately 3m wide and is subject to the national
speed limit. Hedgerow and verges flank the carriageway on both sides.
Access point 90 – accessed from C1317
16.5.51 Access 90 is served by the C1317 which routes east from the A485 towards the
village of Brechfa. The C1317 is a single track rural road which is approximately
4m wide and is subject to the national speed limit. Hedgerow and verges flank the
carriageway on both sides.
Access Point 91 – accessed from B4300
16.5.52 Access 91 is a pedestrian only access, which is served by an existing field gate
located on the B4300.
Access point 92 – accessed from Showground Access
16.5.53 Access 92 is served by the showground access via a roundabout onto St Clears
Road. This road in turn accesses the A40 via a grade separated junction. The A40
is a dual carriageway and is part of the trunk road network. The road is therefore
of a high quality.
Summary
16.5.54 Of the accesses set out above only four of these are wholly new accesses. These
are accesses 47, 57 70 and 71. These accesses have been agreed to be
designed to the CCC Agricultural access design standards. All other accesses are
existing farm/private accesses or gated field accesses.

16.6

Assessment of impacts: construction phase

16.6.1 As agreed with the relevant Highway Authorities, no assessment of the
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construction phase is required but at the request of key consultees, details of the
construction programme and resultant traffic generation has been provided in
section 16.7.
16.6.2 For ease of use and understanding the traffic generation data is presented for 31
independent locations throughout the study area. These 31 locations represent a
detailed overview of the impacts of the proposed development traffic throughout
the highway network. The locations have been defined by the extent of the
highway from which a group of accesses are served and generally are the
maximum traffic flow on individual links generated by the development. Figures
16.2 to 16.4 set this out diagrammatically along the identified links for the average,
maximum and minimum flow generated by the development per week as well as
how many weeks the construction traffic will be present at each location. Figures
16.5 to 16.7 provide the same information but for HGV traffic generation only.

16.7

Traffic generation methodology
Proposed Construction Programme

16.7.1 The construction programme for the Proposed Development is broken down into
specific construction activities and a copy of the programme is included as
Appendix 16.2. Details of each activity are set out below including the assumptions
and calculations that have been made in order to identify the resultant traffic
generation.
16.7.2 Informed by the construction programme, the traffic generation is presented later
in this section as weekly traffic flows. Consideration of daily flows has been
provided towards the end of this section.
16.7.3 The construction programme has been split into distinctive elements, which are as
follows:


OHL works mobilisation;



OHL line survey;
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OHL tree cutting;



tree cutting (Brechfa Forest);



OHL access accommodation works;



diversion of existing assets;



OHL materials deliveries;



OHL pole erection;



overhead line conductoring;



works in wood adjacent to Nant Morlais;



underground cable access accommodation works;



underground cable materials deliveries;



underground cable hedgerow translocation;



underground civil works



underground cable installation;



energise; and



reinstate

16.7.4 There are four elements of the programme that would not generate any traffic.
These are as follows;


Works in wood adjacent to Nant Morlais – This is related to ecology works,
and will be done by foot to avoid any undue damage to the woodland
environment.



Underground cable hedgerow translocation – This will involve translocating
hedgerows in the underground cable section, this will be done using existing
plant on site and no hedges will be translocated outside of the works sites.
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Energising the connection – This will be the phase where the line is energised
and would not result in any significant traffic flows.



Work at New Lodge Substation, Burry Port – these works do not form part of
the DCO application. Planning permission has been granted to extend the
substation compound and section 37 consent has been granted for the
replacement of a single span of OHL. Neither application required an
assessment of construction traffic numbers. The site accessed directly from
the B4311 which leads via a short length of carriageway to the A484 and as
such it is considered that the proposed works would not have a detrimental
impact on the local highways network.

16.7.5 There is also a requirement for permanent staff at the compounds once
established. The traffic generated by this is set out in further details below.
16.7.6 The following section sets out the traffic generation of the differing elements of the
programme. It presents a summary of the way in which traffic flows for the project
have been developed. Further detailed information, including tables and figures
reference are presented within the Transport Assessment (TA) (Volume 8.8).
OHL works mobilisation
16.7.7 Mobilisation is proposed to take place in the first two weeks of the construction
programme, weeks one and two, taking a total of 10 days.
16.7.8 Mobilisation is the works associated with the establishment of the main
construction compound at the county showground, Carmarthen (via access 92).
This would include the site offices, welfare unit, a lock-up and hard standing for
staff vehicles as well as some storage areas for materials to be delivered later in
the construction programme.
16.7.9 In addition to the above HGV’s will deliver various components for the compound
during week one, which will include a large crane. It is also anticipated that there
will be five additional LV arrivals comprising staff and small deliveries during the
same week.
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16.7.10 In week two no HGV movements will be generated and only three staff will be
working on the site per day.
16.7.11 Table 16.2 sets out the traffic movements associated with the mobilisation element
of the construction project.
Table 16.2 – Proposed Two-Way Traffic Movements Associated with the Mobilisation
Phase of the Proposed Development Two-Way
Week

Compound Access

HGVs
Week 1

10

Week 2

0

LVs
Week 1

50

Week 2

30

Total Vehicles (HGV’s plus LV’s)
Week 1

60

Week 2

30
OHL Line Survey

16.7.12 The line survey is proposed to take place in the first eleven weeks of the
construction programme (weeks one to 11), taking a total of 55 days.
16.7.13 The line survey consists of a route review along the intended path of the OHL
route and is completed by one team of three staff on each of the 55 days. These
staff would arrive at the main construction compound at the Carmarthen
showground in one LV to receive a work brief and then leave the compound for the
day’s work. At the end of the day this LV would return to the compound to store
materials, undertake administrative work and then leave as staff head back to their
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work accommodation (likely all staying in the same location). Each day this would
result in four two-way movements at the main compound access.
16.7.14 It should be noted this is a worst case assessment, in all likelihood journeys would
not be required to the main compound on some days as staff would travel to the
work sites directly, but for a robust assessment the trips to the compound have
been included.
16.7.15 With 203 pole locations to be surveyed over 11 weeks it has been calculated that
188 total two-way trips to the pole locations will be generated. Over the 11 weeks
this averages out at around 18 two-way trips per week to the accesses. With the
trips requiring to go to and from the main compound each day this would result in
376 two-way trips at the compound in total.
16.7.16 Table 16.3 sets out the impact of this at the main construction compound.
Table 16.3 – Proposed Two-Way Traffic Movements Associated with the Line Survey
at the Main Compound (Carmarthen)
Week (LVs only)

Compound Access

Week 1

36

Week 2

36

Week 3

32

Week 4

36

Week 5

36

Week 6

36

Week 7

36

Week 8

36

Week 9

40

Week 10

20

Week 11

32
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OHL tree cutting
16.7.17 The tree and hedge cutting is proposed to take place in weeks four to 10.
16.7.18 This element of the construction programme relates to the felling of trees and
coppicing or cutting of hedgerows outside of Brechfa Forest. This activity relates to
both the accommodation works for the access points and to the removal/coppice
of trees and hedges within the easement of the proposed overhead line.
16.7.19 This work will be undertaken by two teams of three over the 35 days. Staff would
arrive at the main construction compound at the Carmarthen showground in two
LV company vehicles and then depart each day in the same two LVs before
returning to the compound at the end of the day prior to leaving for the staff
accommodation. There are no HGVs associated with this element of the
construction programme.
16.7.20 As for the line survey calculations, these numbers are considered to represent a
worst-case assessment.
16.7.21 The project engineers have provided a detailed break down of the locations where
tree and scrub clearance is required as part of the project and this is provided as
Appendix 1 of the Construction Management Strategy (CMS). This schedule of
requirements for each access has set out all the accesses where tree and scrub
clearance is required. Further details on the traffic generation methodology for this
element has been set out in the TA.
16.7.22 It is calculated that for the 45 accesses where works have been identified a total of
130 LV two-way trips would be generated. Each access has a differing amount of
trips required depending on the exact nature of the works required. These trips
have then been distributed across the network based on the programme and
Table 16.4 below sets out the impact of this at the main construction compound.
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Table 16.4 – Proposed Two-Way Traffic Movements Associated with the Tree
Cutting/Scrub Clearance (Non Brechfa Forest) Phase of Development at the Main
Compound (Carmarthen)
Week (LVs only)

Compound Access

Week 4

36

Week 5

40

Week 6

36

Week 7

36

Week8

36

Week 9

36

Week 10

40

Tree Removal (Brechfa Forest)
16.7.23 The tree removal in Brechfa Forest is proposed to take place in weeks five to nine.
16.7.24 This element of the construction programme relates to the felling of trees (within
Brechfa Forest).
16.7.25 Chapter eight of this ES describes the height and age of trees to be removed and
the methods by which this will be achieved. The felled trees will either be mulched
or cut down and stockpiled. It assumed they will not leave the site, but if it is
subsequently decided that certain trees have a commercial value they will be
removed at a later date by NRW and such removal will take place under Natural
Resources Wales (NRW) existing tree felling/removal licence. Any commercially
viable timber will exit Brechfa Forest via existing agreed forestry access and
haulage routes and not via any accesses identified for use as part of this DCO
submission.
16.7.26 Traffic generation as part of Proposed Development will be limited to the
following;
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establishment of a forestry compound for the works;



delivery (and removal) of plant and materials for the works; and



staff undertaking the works.

16.7.27 In week five it is anticipated that two HGVs will be required to deliver the
necessary plant to the forestry compound and this will be removed in week nine.
This will result in four two-way movements in each of those weeks.
16.7.28 Staff will arrive direct at the forestry compound (Access 90) and leave at the end of
the day. It is anticipated that two LVs (four two-way movements) per day will be
generated by this element of the construction programme across weeks five to
nine.
16.7.29 Table 16.5 sets out the anticipated traffic across the construction period for the
Brechfa Forestry works at access 90, which is the only access proposed to be
used to access the site for plant and staff.
Table 16.5 – Proposed Two-Way Traffic Movements Associated with the Removal of
Trees in Brechfa Forest - at the Forestry Access (90)
Week

Forestry Compound Access (90)

HGVs
Week 5

4

Week 6

0

Week 7

0

Week 8

0

Week 9

4

LVs
Week 5

20

Week 6

20
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Week

Forestry Compound Access (90)

Week 7

20

Week 8

20

Week 9

20

Total Vehicles
Week 5

24

Week 6

20

Week 7

20

Week 8

20

Week 9

24

OHL Access Accommodation Works
16.7.30 The works associated with the access/fencing and other establishment works for
the OHL are proposed to take place in weeks five to 17.
16.7.31 This activity takes into account the works required to access the pole locations
which, for example includes the following elements;


new and replacement gates;



improvement of existing access tracks and accesses;



provision of new stone for the repair of access roads and for accesses;



geogrid for new access haul roads;



trackway requirements;



installation of track mats and equipment required for EPZs (equipotential zone)
EPZs are the establishment of protection/management at stringing locations to
provide an earthed platform on which the stringing equipment can be
positioned.;
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new fencing;



improving or providing watercourse crossings, for example the temporary
bridge to access the HDD location north of the River Towy; and



ancillary civil works.

16.7.32 Appendix 1 in the CMS has set out the locations and details of all the accesses
where works related to the elements set out above are required. The detailed
methodology for the assumptions related to these elements are set out in further
detail in the Transport Assessment.
16.7.33 It is calculated that a total of 334 two-way HGV trips will be required to the
accesses and 356 LV vehicles (for staff) will be required to accesses. Some
though not all of these trips will route through the main construction compound.
Table 16.6 – Proposed Two-Way Traffic Movements Associated with the Old Access
Accommodation works at the Main Compound (Carmarthen)
Week

HGVs

LVs

Total

Week 5

6

56

62

Week 6

0

52

52

Week 7

0

52

52

Week 8

0

56

56

Week 9

0

48

48

Week 10

0

56

56

Week 11

0

64

64

Week 12

0

52

52

Week 13

0

60

60

Week 14

0

60

60

Week 15

0

44

44
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Week

HGVs

LVs

Total

Week 16

0

56

56

Week 17

0

56

56

Diversion of Existing Assets
16.7.34 As the line is constructed, there is the need to divert a number of services such as
existing OHL. The works required for this are not included as part of the DCO
submission, as development related to EIA development they have been included
within the traffic and transport assessment. Chapter 2 of the ES sets out a full list
of service diversions. Estimates of the traffic that could be generated in the
diversion of existing assets are set out in the Transport Assessment. Table 16.7
provides a summary.
Table 16.7 – Estimated Traffic Generation per Access for Existing Asset Diversions
Access

HGVs

LVs

Total

2

4

24

28

3

4

24

28

4

4

24

28

7

4

20

24

12

4

20

24

27

4

20

24

56

4

20

24

76

4

20

24

80

4

20

24

82

8

40

48

87

4

20

24
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16.7.35 None of the trips set out above would route through the main contractor compound
and would be undertaken by a team working direct to the site.
OHL Materials Deliveries
16.7.36 The works associated with the delivery of materials for the construction of the OHL
is proposed to take place in weeks five to 19.
16.7.37 There several different materials that need to be delivered on the OHL section of
the project:


wooden poles;



steelworks;



insulators/small fittings;



OHL conductor; and



other ancillary deliveries.

16.7.38 These materials are proposed to be delivered direct to the main contractor’s
compound in bulk prior to being sent to individual sites as and when they are
needed. The different ways in which materials will be delivered are set out below.
Arrivals to the Main Construction Compound
Wooden Poles
16.7.39 There is a requirement for 279 poles and each HGV can transport 20 poles,
requiring 14 HGV deliveries (24 two-way HGV Movements) in total.
Steelworks
16.7.40 There will be six HGV deliveries for the steelwork resulting in 12 two-way HGV
movements in total.
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Insulators and Small Fittings
16.7.41 There will be four HGV deliveries for the insulators/small fittings resulting in eight
two-way HGV movements in total in total.
OHL Conductor
16.7.42 In accordance with industry standards, the type of conductor required for the OHL
will be delivered on drums, each holding 1,500m of conductor. Each HGV is
capable of transporting three conductor drums, thus 4,500m of conductor per
HGV.
16.7.43 The project requires 75km (75,000m) of OHL conductor, necessitating
approximately 17 conductor drum HGV deliveries to the main construction
compound or 32 two-way HGV movements.
Ancillary deliveries
16.7.44 There are various other deliveries of small plant and materials that are required
and it has been estimated that this would result in 10 HGV deliveries to the main
construction compound or 20 two-way HGV movements.
Departures from the main construction compound
16.7.45 Many elements of the materials leaving the compound will be taken in LGV HIAB
vehicles that will be used widely across the project for teams undertaking the
works. These trips, which includes for the conveyance of all materials from the
compound other than the cables are calculated under the pole erection
subheading below.
Conductors
16.7.46 There are anticipated to be 27 winch points along the route, to accommodate a
reasonable pulling length. The locations of these initial winch points (as set out in
Appendix 1 of the CMS) have been used as the destinations for conductor
deliveries. Each winch point would require three drums of conductor (6 two-way
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HGV movements).
16.7.47 Conductor deliveries to site will be made when the wiring work has been
scheduled in the programme and results in 162 two-way vehicle movements.
Summary of material deliveries
16.7.48 The staff movements associated with the erection of the poles and the wiring are
contained in sections set out below. Table 16.8 sets out the number of vehicle trips
at the main construction compound for the materials deliveries. Only HGVs are
associated with this element of the construction programme.
Table 16.8 – Proposed Two-Way Traffic Movements Associated with the Materials
Deliveries (In And Out) at the Main Compound (Carmarthen)
Week

HGVs

Week 5

8

Week 6

8

Week 7

8

Week 8

8

Week 9

8

Week 10

8

Week 11

18

Week 12

18

Week 13

18

Week 14

18

Week 15

14

Week 16

18

Week 17

18

Week 18

18
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Week

HGVs

Week 19

18

Week 20

8

Week 24

10

Week 25

10

Week 26

10

Week 27

10

Week 28

10

Week 29

10

Week 30

10

Week 31

6

OHL pole erection
16.7.49 The works associated with the pole erection for the construction of the OHL are
proposed to take place in weeks seven to 19, coinciding with the first week of the
delivery of materials on the project for the OHL construction. This element of the
construction programme will involve a requirement for HGVs and light vehicles
(staff) as set out below.
Light vehicles
16.7.50 OHL engineers advise that on average four poles can be erected per day. This
calculation has been applied to understand how many trips are required. Further
details of the methodology for this has been set out in the TA. All of these trips will
require a visit to the main contractor’s compound at the start of each day to pick up
tools/materials as well as a return at the end of the day.
HGVs
16.7.51 The only HGVs associated with this element of the programme will be those
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delivering plant and machinery for the works to erect the poles.
16.7.52 There are two pieces of plant required to erect the pole; an excavator/JCB and a
small dump truck. This will necessitate one HGV delivery to each access or two
two-way HGV movements. The loads will be delivered to the sites in the week
prior to the pole erection taking place so all plant is on site prior to work
commencing. The plant will then be removed the week following erection. The
removal will also result in one two-way HGV movement.
Overhead line conductoring
16.7.53 This element of the construction programme is related to the stringing of the
conductors once the poles have been erected. This involves winches pulling the
conductor up and over the wooden pole structures. This also includes for the
vehicles associated with the scaffolding requirements on the project, which is
required at numerous major road crossings. These are set out in further detail
below.
OHL conductoring traffic generation
16.7.54 The pulling of the conductors on the project would be undertaken across various
weeks. WPD have also assumed that due to the nature of the work and potentially
overnight working (to deal with pulling across roads, subject to agreement with the
local highway authority) that wiring would be undertaken in a four day week. It is
assumed that works would be completed at four of the winch points per week.
16.7.55 Based upon the above it is assumed that the pulling of the conductor would end in
week 26 (around two weeks after the entire line of poles have been erected and
checked). As such with the end date of the wiring known and from the CMSs it
known that four pulling sites could be worked through a week, the traffic
generation has been calculated and entered onto the schedule of movements
going back each week with 4 sites completed. This results in the conductoring
taking place in weeks 16 – 19 and then after the Christmas break weeks 24 – 26.
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16.7.56 The staff requirements for the wiring are a four-man team who would operate out
of the main construction compound. These four staff would arrive in a company
vehicle (likely to be a 4x4 or transit type van) in the morning, and then travel in the
same LV to the winch point and remain on site for the day. At the end of the day,
the staff would return to the compound and then exit the site.
16.7.57 It should be noted that the above represents a robust assessment, in all likelihood
journeys would not be required to the main compound on some days as staff
would travel to the work sites directly.
16.7.58 In addition to the staff, several other LV deliveries will be required at each winch
points as follows;


drum jack;



winch;



conductor pulling equipment; and



ancillary LV for tools materials.

16.7.59 The equipment is towed behind an LV in a single trailer. However, for the
purposes of presenting a robust assessment, it has been assumed that all three
are towed separately, even though one would in all likelihood be towed behind the
staff vehicle.
16.7.60 Based on the above each of the 27 identified pulling points would need five (10
two-way) LGVs and as such each of the 27 sites would generate 10 two-way
movements of LGVs based on the assumption that one site could be completed
per day and four a week.
Scaffolding traffic generation
16.7.61 Appendix 1 of the CMS has set out the identified scaffolding locations and it is
assumed each of these one two-way HGV delivery will be required per side of the
road being crossed.
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16.7.62 In addition to these HGV’s, staff to erect the scaffolding are required. It has been
estimated by project engineers that this may take three days per road crossing
and as such its assumed that six two-way LGV movements are required
(assuming all staff arrive and depart in the same vehicle per day, and do not route
to and from the main contractors compound).
Underground cable access accommodation works
16.7.63 The set-up of the compound and access accommodation works accounts for the
same elements as set out for the OHL access accommodation works set out
above and will take place in weeks five and six.
16.7.64 The establishment of the compound is assumed as a worst case to account for the
same trips as for the main compound however; an additional amount of HGVs will
be required to prepare an area of hardstanding. WPD experience is that a
hardstanding of 6400sqm may be required which would be stone at a depth of
0.300m. This results in a requirement for 80 two-way HGV movements.
16.7.65 The works to access the HDD and underground cabling locations are likely to
require greater use of trackway or similar temporary roadway solutions and as
such would result in a greater intensity of activity as each access location.
Further details on the methodology for this element is set out in the TA. All traffic
flow generation for this element is informed by the details set out in appendix 1 of
the CMS.
Underground cable materials deliveries
16.7.66 The traffic flows associated with the underground cable materials deliveries are
identified as occurring in week’s nine to 12 of the construction programme. This is
however focused on the materials to construct the underground compound, but as
the UG civil works will be ongoing from weeks nine -19 and then 23-25, delivery of
the materials for this element of the underground cable section are considered to
be required throughout the period to week 25. This will enable the contractor to
react to materials requirements and avoid vast areas required in the compound for
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storage.
16.7.67 This element of the construction programme is related to the delivery of materials
required for the completion of the underground cable section. There are three
main elements that are required to be delivered;


cable ducts;



sand (including limited amounts of limestone dust for trenching within the
A485, away from the River Towy and its tributaries); and



cables.

16.7.68 There is a requirement for approximately 2,160 m of cable ducts. Each duct is 6m
in length and for every one metre of the underground cable four ducts are needed.
This leads to a requirement for approximately 1440 ducts in total. Each HGV can
transport 468 ducts and as such there is a requirement for three duct deliveries or
six two-way HGV movements.
16.7.69 There is a requirement for approximately 2,488 tonnes of sand to support the
cable ducts over the length of underground cable. Assuming this is delivered in 20
tonne capacity HGVs, a total of 125 HGV deliveries or 250 HGV two-way
movements will be required.
16.7.70 WPD estimates that there is a requirement for approximately 22 HGV deliveries of
cable for the underground cable section or 44 two-way HGV movements. In total
the materials deliveries to the underground cable compound will total 251
deliveries (or 502 two-way HGV movements) over the four week period.
Underground civil works
16.7.71 The works associated with underground cable works are proposed to take place in
weeks 11 to 19 and 23 to 26 of the construction programme taking into account
the winter break.
16.7.72 This element of the construction programme encompasses various civil
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engineering tasks required to enable the cable to be installed, as follows;


construction of joint bays, including concrete deliveries;



directional drilling of the river, two local roads and other watercourses; and



general underground civil works such as trench digging and other cable works.

Construction of joint bays
16.7.73 The construction of the joint bays is proposed to take place in weeks 23 to 26.
Each joint bay will require 15 deliveries (30 HGV two-way movements). There are
seven joint bays proposed which are accessed via the identified accesses and as
such 220 two-way total HGV movements will be generated. These trips are
predominately concrete deliveries and as such are assumed to arrive direct from
local suppliers. It is proposed to construct the joint bays from south to north across
the proposed four week period.
16.7.74 In addition to the concrete there is also a requirement for two deliveries of plant on
HGVs (four two-way vehicle movements). These would be required to deliver and
to remove the plant resulting in eight two-way HGV movements in total.
16.7.75 Staffing requirements for the joint bays are assumed to be three staff per day
arriving and departing in one two-way LGV direct from local accommodation with
no requirement to visit any compounds.
Directional drilling
16.7.76 The directional drilling is proposed to take place in weeks 11 to 15 and requires
five staff per day to undertake the work. This results in a total of 50 LV two-way
movements per week direct to the drilling sites.
16.7.77 The drilling will require five equipment deliveries, all made by HGV, which will
occur in week 11 (10 two-way HGV movements) and removed in week 15 (10 twoway HGV movements). This equipment will be transported between the various
directional drilling locations without the need to use the highway network in-
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between delivery and removal.
16.7.78 Staffing requirements for the directional drilling are assumed to be five staff per
day arriving and departing in two, two-way LGV trips direct from local
accommodation with no requirement to visit any compounds.
Underground civil works and intra UG section materials deliveries
16.7.79 This activity includes for the materials that need to be transferred from the
underground compound to the other works sites (but not cable as this is
considered in the cable installation section below) and for staff to undertake the
works.
16.7.80 The lengths of cable required to each of the other underground cable accesses
(47, 48, 49 and 51) have been calculated and percentages of this total have been
used to split the required cable ducts and sand/limestone dust required. As
materials are already at the main compound (access 50) no further trips other than
those leaving to and returning from the other sites are required.
16.7.81 Staffing requirements for the underground civil works are assumed to be five staff
per day arriving and departing in two-way LGV direct from local accommodation
with no requirement to visit any compounds.
Underground cable installation
16.7.82 The works associated with the underground cable installation are proposed to take
place in weeks 23 to 28 of the construction programme, following the completion
of the preparation works, such as joint box construction, excavations and cable
ducting.
16.7.83 At this stage in the construction programme, the cable drums have been delivered
to and stored at the underground cable construction compound. The installation
will necessitate the transfer of the cable drums, via the local highway network, to
the various sites using accesses 47, 48, 49 and 51. No additional trips to access
51 are required other than those leaving and returning to the other accesses as
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the cable is already on site at this access.
16.7.84 Based on the above it is assumed that only approximately 50% of the total cable
would need to route back onto the local highway network.
16.7.85 Additional plant such as a crane will also be required and therefore each access
will require one two-way HGV movement to deliver and pick up the plant at the
start and end of any works.
16.7.86 Staffing requirements for the directional drilling are assumed to be six staff per day
arriving and departing in two, two-way LGV trips.
Reinstatement works
16.7.87 The works for the reinstatement of the construction areas would be the reverse of
the access accommodation works for the OHL and UG sections. There are
however some elements of the work in those stages that would not need to be
replicated which are as follows;


an assumption that all gates and fences would remain in place;



no additional works related to hedge cutting and tree/scrub clearance;



any new water course crossings, excluding the proposed temporary bridge or
improvements to be left in place; and



all localised civil works left in place.

16.7.88 HGV and LGV numbers for the reinstatement phase will be consequently lower
than for construction even when using a ‘worse case’ assumption that all stone
required on the project is removed from site.
Permanent compound staffing
16.7.89 There will be a requirement for the permanent staffing at the two compound
locations. It is assumed that the forestry compound will not require permanent
staffing as the areas will be locked up each night and also it access roads into the
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forest will also be locked at the end of each day, as is the current situation.
16.7.90 For the main compound at the Carmarthen showground there will be a
requirement for three members of permanent staff from week one to week 38
resulting in 30 two-way LV movements per week.
16.7.91 For the underground cable compound, there will be a requirement for one member
of permanent staff from week one to week 38 resulting in 10 two-way LV
movements per week.
16.7.92 At both sites over the winter break (weeks 20, 21, 22) there will only be security on
site, with a total of 10 LV movements per week.

16.8

Traffic distribution

16.8.1 Many of the individual movements set out above have start and destination points
known, for example it is known that deliveries from a compound to an access have
a defined route. There are however many other assumptions that have been made
for other delivery routes and staff routes that have yet to be established but could
affect which parts of the local highway network will be impacted. These are set out
in further detail below;


HGVs delivering and removing components to the compounds are presumed
to come from the A48 east.



All staff driving company vehicles are anticipated to come from the
Carmarthen area. It is clear that many will stay locally when the work is
undertaken and the impact will be spread over a larger part of the highway
network, however by assuming Carmarthen as a starting point a clear
indication of the impacts can be understood.



HGVs delivering and removing plant for the forestry operations in Brechfa
Forest are presumed to come from the A48 east and route to the site north on
the A485.
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All HGV deliveries for fencing, ducting, watercourse crossing, plant (not
cranes), cable, ancillary deliveries, OHL fixtures and fittings, would arrive from
suppliers to the east in south Wales and as such access the area via the A48
east.;



A review has been made of local concrete suppliers. The nearest is located on
Cillefwr Road East in Johnstown, Carmarthen. It is assumed that the
contractor would try to make use of the nearest local supplier. As concrete is
only required at the joint bays in the area around Carmarthen this represents a
reasonable assumption.



It is assumed that the wooden poles will be delivered from a site in Newport,
south Wales and as such route to/from the A48 East.



Sand will be sourced from a local quarry, the most appropriate of which looks
to be the Tarmac Torcoed Quarry which would access the site via the A48
East.



A local supplier of cranes in Carmarthen will be used for all the crane
requirements on the project.

16.8.2 In reaching the assumptions it is relevant to note that the methodology set out in
the TA does not take into account every trip on the network nor is it feasible at this
stage to calculate this. Clearly for a number of days there may be trips going from
one access to the next adjacent access. These trips would predominantly be
focused on the LV movements on the project. As this is an anticipated programme
and no main contractor is in place it is not possible to calculate all the detailed
inter access trips that might be generated depending on how work is actually
progressed.
16.8.3 The assessment has however taken a very worst case approach to a number of
matters relating to traffic generation and as such it is considered that if anything
the numbers presented are an over estimate of the likely traffic generation on the
local highways network.
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16.9

Traffic Generation Summary
Introduction

16.9.1 All of the above information presented in sections 16.6 to 16.8 has been
aggregated to deliver one construction programme across all accesses for each
week of the 38 week programme. From this, it is possible to identify the busiest
week of the total construction programme at any point on the local highways
network. To provide a clearer picture of the impacts at the key locations on the
highways network 31 locations have been set out which represent a detailed
overview of the impacts of the Proposed Development traffic throughout the
highway network. The locations have been defined by the extent of the highway
from which a group of accesses are served and generally are the maximum traffic
flow on individual links generated by the development. For the 31 locations
identified the following information is set in this chapter;


the highest weekly total in the 38 week programme;



the lowest weekly total in the 38 week programme;



the total amount of weeks that construction vehicles will use the road at the
identified;



the average weekly total across the weeks where operations take place; and



the total amount of HGVs across the 38 week programme.

16.9.2 The information is presented for total vehicles and for HGVs separately.
16.9.3 The elements of the local and strategic road network that have been reviewed
relate to the anticipated Proposed Development traffic set out below. These
locations are also provided in Figure 16.5. These individual elements are
described as follows:


Location 1 – C2057 - West of Landyfaelog (Accesses 1 to 3);



Location 2 – C2057 - West of Landyfaelog (Accesses 1 to 7);
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Location 3 – A484 – South of Uplands Arms (Access 1 to 11);



Location 4 – C2074 – East of Uplands Arms (Access 12 to 16);



Location 5 – A484 – Nr Green Hill Cottage (Access 1 to 17);



Location 6 – C2074 – West of Bancycapel (Access 18 to 21);



Location 7 – B4309 – South of Cwmffrwd (Access 18 to 22);



Location 8 – B4306 – South of Cwmffrwd (Access 23 to 27);



Location 9 – A484 – Cwmffrwd (Access 1 to 27);



Location 10 – C2071 – Near Penycoed (Access 28 to 33);



Location 11 – C2071 – South of A48 (Access 28 to 35);



Location 12 – C2071 – North of A48 (Access 36 to 38);



Location 13 – C2071 – Near Brynmeusydd (Access 36 to 39);



Location 14 – C2071 – East of Tre-gynwr (Access 36 to 46);



Location 15 – B4300 – Near Parc-y-groes (Access 47 and 91);



Location 16 – C2030 – West of Abergwili (Access 48 to 49);



Location 17 – A485 – Glangwili Bridge (Access 50 to 90);



Location 18 – U2094 – Glan-Gwili (Access 51 to 54);



Location 19 – C2048 – West of Peniel (Access 55 to 56);



Location 20 – A485 – Centre of Peniel (Access 57 tp90);



Location 21 – U2097 – Cwmparc (Access 57 to 60);



Location 22 – U2098 – Near Pen-Cerig (Access 61 to 62);



Location 23 – U5550 – West of Rhydargaeau (Access 66 to 67);
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Location 24 – A485 – North of Rhydargaeau (Access 68 to 90);



Location 25 – B4301 – South of Pontarsais (Access 69 – 76);



Location 26 – A485 – Pontarsais (Access 78 – 90);



Location 27- C1217 – Llanllawddog (Access 90);



Location 28 - A485 – North of Talybont (Access 80 – 89);



Location 29 – U5501 – Pantygof (Access 89);



Location 30 – A485 – South of Alltwalis (Access 85 – 89); and



Location 31 – Main Carmarthenshire Showground Access (Access 92).

Summary of Impact of Total Vehicles (LV and HGV)
16.9.4 Table 16.10 sets out the results of the calculations of the Proposed Development
traffic and its distribution at the 31 locations set out in paragraph 16.3.3. This
presents the location, total vehicles across the whole construction period, the
highest weekly flow, the lowest weekly flow, the total numbers of weeks where
construction vehicles will use the road and the average across the weeks where
construction activity is taking place as two-way vehicle movements per location.
Table 16.10 – Total Proposed Two-Way (LV and HGV) Traffic Generation
Location
No.

Total Vehicles during
construction phase

Highest
weekly
flow

Lowest
weekly
flow

No. of
Weeks
impacted

Average
weekly
flow

1

112

40

2

11

10

2

302

50

8

14

22

3

356

56

4

15

24

4

174

26

2

14

12

5

568

60

6

17

34

6

148

22

2

13

12
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Location
No.

Total Vehicles during
construction phase

Highest
weekly
flow

Lowest
weekly
flow

No. of
Weeks
impacted

Average
weekly
flow

7

196

40

2

14

14

8

170

20

2

15

12

9

934

80

6

20

48

10

150

34

6

12

14

11

240

38

2

16

16

12

78

20

4

9

10

13

90

20

2

10

10

14

196

30

4

14

14

15

504

88

2

17

30

16

1398

166

20

20

70

17

4212

352

2

30

140

18

540

100

6

19

28

19

130

22

2

14

10

20

1786

168

2

30

60

21

100

14

2

13

8

22

108

24

4

11

10

23

38

10

2

8

6

24

1448

138

2

29

50

25

396

62

2

19

22

26

1018

98

2

25

42

27

250

38

2

18

14

28

684

96

2

23

30

29

210

50

2

11

20
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Location
No.

Total Vehicles during
construction phase

Highest
weekly
flow

Lowest
weekly
flow

No. of
Weeks
impacted

Average
weekly
flow

30

172

20

2

17

10

31

2982

176

6

32

94

16.9.5 It has been established that the largest number of total vehicles would be at
location 17, 20 and 31. For reference in this section (and tables 16.10 and 16.11)
of the ES “x two-way vehicle movements” refers to the total vehicles at the
location. For example, 20 two-way vehicle movements is 10 in one direction and
10 in the other.
16.9.6 Location 31 is the entrance to Carmarthen showground and it is predicted to
experience a total of 2982 two-way vehicles across the 38 week construction
schedule averaging some 94 vehicles per week or approximately 20 two-way
vehicles a day. The heaviest week of the construction schedule is proposed to
generate 176 two-way vehicle movements. This equates to approximately 36 twoway vehicle movements per day assuming only a five day working week. If the
daily vehicle movements are broken down to hours, across a 10-hour working day
it is proposed that there would be an increase of approximately four two-way
vehicle movements per hour. This is considered to be not significant based upon
the anticipated number of vehicle movements along using the local road network.
16.9.7 Location 17 is the A485 north of Carmarthen which provides access to the
underground cable compound; elements of the underground cable route and the
OHL construction accesses 52-90. A total of 4212 two-way vehicles across 30
weeks of the 38 week construction schedule that vehicles would use this element
of the network are predicted. The heaviest week of the construction schedule is
proposed to generate 352 two-way vehicle movements. This equates to
approximately 70 two-way vehicle movements per day assuming only a five-day
working week. If the daily vehicle movements are broken down to hours, across a
10 hour working day it is proposed that there would be an increase of
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approximately six to eight two-way vehicle movements per hour which is
considered to be not significant. The average weekly increase in traffic would be
140 two-way vehicle movements, approximating to some 28 two-way movements
a day or approximately two to four per hour over the 10 hour working day. This is a
main A road and capable of accommodating the traffic flows set out above.
16.9.8 Location 20 is the A485 in Peniel which provides access to the OHL north of
Carmarthen and accesses 57 to 91. A total of 1786 two-way vehicles across the
30 week construction schedule are proposed. The heaviest week of the
construction schedule is proposed to generate 168 two-way vehicle movements.
This equates to approximately 34 two-way vehicle movements per day assuming
only a five day working week. If the daily vehicle movements are broken down to
hours, across a 10 hour working day it is calculated that there would be an
increase of approximately four two-way vehicle movements which is considered to
be not significant. The average weekly increase in traffic would be 60 vehicles,
approximating to some 12 vehicles a day or two an hour over the 10 hour working
day. This is a main A road and capable of accommodating the traffic flows set out
above.
16.9.9 All other locations experience less traffic than the three key locations set out
above. As such, it is considered that the increase at these locations would not lead
to a significant increase in traffic numbers along the associated highway network.
16.9.10 For context location six is considered in detail. This location provides access to
four accesses (18-21) west of Banycapel, south of Carmarthen. The location is
calculated to receive a total of 148 total vehicles during construction period
(which in this location is 13 weeks). In the highest week this would result in 22 twoway vehicle movements and on average the weekly flows would be 12 two-way
vehicle movements. When this is broken down to hours, it would not result in
more than one two-way vehicle movement per hour in the peak period, and one
two-way vehicle movement every two hours on average.
16.9.11 Many of the locations assessed in the table above result in only one two-way
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vehicle movement per hour, and in some cases one additional two-way vehicle
movement every two or three hours.
Summary of Impact of Total Vehicles (HGV)
16.9.12 Table 16.11 sets out the trips generated by the development in terms of HGV
numbers on the locations identified in paragraphs 16.3.3 as two-way vehicle
movements per route.
Table 16.11 – Total Proposed Two-Way HGV Traffic Generation
Location
No.

Total Vehicles during
construction phase

Highest
weekly
flow

Lowest
weekly
flow

No. of
Weeks
impacted

Average
weekly
flow

1

30

6

2

8

4

2

90

12

2

12

8

3

114

16

2

14

8

4

60

10

2

9

8

5

188

20

2

16

12

6

66

14

2

9

8

7

94

26

2

9

10

8

58

10

2

11

6

9

340

48

4

20

18

10

74

22

6

8

10

11

116

24

4

12

10

12

32

8

2

6

6

13

36

8

2

6

6

14

78

12

4

9

10

15

86

38

2

8

12
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Location
No.

Total Vehicles during
construction phase

Highest
weekly
flow

Lowest
weekly
flow

No. of
Weeks
impacted

Average
weekly
flow

16

446

66

4

19

24

17

1630

128

4

30

54

18

128

50

2

13

10

19

50

12

2

9

6

20

792

72

2

29

28

21

42

8

2

10

4

22

58

18

4

8

8

23

20

6

4

4

6

24

620

72

2

27

24

25

206

40

2

14

16

26

402

66

2

21

20

27

74

20

2

11

8

28

284

64

2

19

16

29

94

22

2

7

14

30

64

10

2

12

6

31

308

18

6

25

12


16.9.13 Based upon Table 16.11 it can be seen that the largest impact of total vehicles
would be at locations 17, 20, and 24.
16.9.14 Location 17 is the A485 north of Carmarthen which provides access to the
underground cable compound; elements of the underground cable route and the
OHL construction accesses 52-90. A total of 1630 two-way HGVs across 30
weeks of the 38 week construction schedule that vehicles would use this element
of the network are predicted. The peak week of the construction schedule is
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proposed to generate 128 two-way HGV movements. This equates to
approximately 26 two-way HGVs per day assuming a five day working week. The
hourly trips for the peak (across a 10 hour working day) would be an increase of
approximately two to four HGVs movements. This low level of movements is
considered to not have a significant impact.
16.9.15 The average weekly increase is predicted to be 54 two-way HGVs movements per
week which breaks down to 12 two-way movements a day or approximately two
two-way HGVs every two hours.
16.9.16 Location 20 is the A485 in Peniel, which provides access to the OHL north of
Carmarthen (accesses 57 to 91). A total of 792 two-way HGVs across the 29
week construction schedule are proposed. The heaviest week of the construction
schedule is proposed to generate 72 two-way HGVs. This equates to
approximately 14 two-way vehicle movements per day assuming a 5 day working
week. If the daily vehicle movements are broken down to hours, across a 10 hour
working day it is calculated that there would be an increase of approximately two
two-way HGvs every two hours. This is considered not to be not significant.
16.9.17 Location 24 is the A485 in Rhydargaeau which provides access to the OHL north
of Carmarthen and accesses 68 to 91. A total of 620 two-way HGVs across the 27
week construction schedule are proposed. The heaviest week of the construction
schedule is proposed to generate 72 two-way HGVs. This equates to
approximately 14 two-way vehicle movements per day assuming a 5 day working
week. If the daily vehicle movements are broken down to hours, across a 10 hour
working day it is calculated that there would be an increase of approximately 2
two-way HGVs every two hours which is considered to be not significant. The
average weekly increase in HGVs would be 24 vehicles, approximating to some
six vehicles a day, which is one two-way HGV three times a day and is not
considered significant.
16.9.18 All other locations experience less HGV traffic than the three key locations set out
above. As such, it is considered that the increase at these receptors would not
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lead to a significant increase in traffic numbers along the associated highway
network.
16.9.19 For context, location six is considered in detail. This location provides access to
four accesses (18-21) west of Banycapel, south of Carmarthen. The location is
calculated to receive a total of 66 total HGVs during construction period (which in
this location is nine weeks when HGVs are required). In the highest week this
would only result in 14 two-way vehicle HGVs and on average the weekly flows
would be eight two-way HGV movements.
16.9.20 Many of the locations assessed in the table above result in only one two-way
HGV per hour, and in some cases only one additional two-way vehicle movement
every two or three hours or even in some locations a couple of HGVs per day.
16.9.21 It should also be noted that the assessment above is for a five day working week,
when in all likelihood some works would also be undertaken on a Saturday for at
least some of the time during certain elements of the programme.

16.10 Assessment of impacts: operational phase
16.10.1 There will be no requirement for WPD to visit the Proposed Development on a
daily basis once the construction phase has finished. Post construction the OHL
would be subject to an annual inspection. This will comprise an aerial helicopter
survey or site visits in alternating years. In addition to this occasional inspection
visits may be required, for fault finding, but this will be on an ad-hoc basis. In all
cases site visits will use 4x4 type vehicles gaining entry to site from highway
accesses identified for use during the construction phase. On this basis it is
considered that the traffic impacts of the development during the operational
phase would be minimal and would have no noticeable impact upon the local
highway network. This development phase has therefore been scoped from the
assessment.
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16.11 Assessment of impacts: decommissioning phase
16.11.1 Decommissioning of the OHL route is effectively the reverse of the construction
phase. It would however be the case that during decommissioning certain
activities that were undertaken as part of the construction phase would not be
required. These activities include works to trees to facilitate the construction and
maintain the resilience of the OHL and the installation of cable ducts associated
with the undergrounding section of the Proposed Development. The traffic
generation associated with the decommissioning phase would be lower than that
of the construction phase and therefore have a lesser impact upon the local
highway network.
16.11.2 In addition decommissioning would take place at least 25 years after construction
(2016), (the earliest point for decommissioning would be at the end of Brechfa
Forest West Wind Farm operations). Decommissioning could therefore take place
in 2041 or later. In this intervening time period background traffic growth would
have continued and therefore the impact of the decommissioning effects would be
diluted. For reference there are two accepted industry standard calculations for
background traffic growth:


DfT National Road Traffic Forecasts (NRTF); and



National Trip End Model (NTEM) TEMPro growth factors.

16.11.3 The DfT National Road Traffic Forecasts only extend to 2031 and as such cannot
be used in this scenario. As such the National Trip End Model (version 6.2) which
is based on information from the National Transport Model (NTM) has been used.
Growth rates for this data-set have been extracted via the TEMPro (Trip End
Model Presentation Program) software.
16.11.4 Using TEMPro, which can specify growth rates for areas, it is estimated that traffic
growth in Carmarthenshire will be in the order of 25%. The area selected was for
rural Carmarthenshire. It is considered that growth on the trunk road network could
be higher than 25%.
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16.11.5 Based upon the above assumptions and predictions it is considered that the
decommissioning impact of the development will be lower in percentage terms
than the construction phase. It is on this basis that the assessment has focused
upon the construction phase only.

16.12 Mitigation measures
16.12.1 This Chapter has identified the level of generated traffic as a result of the
development proposals in a worst case construction phase. The result of the
development is a relatively low level of traffic generated by the development on a
daily basis. It is therefore considered unnecessary to identify any environmental
mitigation with respect to the highway network’s ability to accommodate the
generated traffic levels.
16.12.2 To support this EIA Assessment as well as the Transport Assessment and the
DCO submission a Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) (Volume 8.7)
has been produced. This plan sets out how the movement of vehicles will be
managed across the network and establishes best practice mitigation measures.

16.13 Residual effects
16.13.1 The number of vehicle movements generated by the proposed development
during the construction phase is considered to be low when set against the
existing highways network. This conclusion has been agreed with CCC and
SWRTA such that the requirement to assess significance has been scoped from
this assessment. No significant residual effects are therefore predicted.

16.14 Cumulative effects
16.14.1 The requirement to consider non-AIL cumulative effects with other developments
has been scoped from this assessment with the agreement of CCC and SWTRA.
16.14.2 Cumulative effects resulting from the potential for interaction between the
construction traffic related to the Proposed Development and AIL traffic for the
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proposed wind farm are considered and managed via the CTMP (Volume 8.7).
16.14.3 Further details however on the potential cumulative development traffic from the
proposed wind farm and the impacts of the traffic from the proposed connection
have been set out in the TA. The only road that will jointly be impacted are the
A48 (WG / trunk road) and the A485 (CCC / local road) which is used to access
the proposed wind farm.
16.14.4 The assessment of the cumulative traffic has set out that in the three villages on
the A485 Peniel, Rhydargaeau and Pontarsais the total traffic from of the
proposed wind farm and the connection per month would be lower than the peak
of traffic for the wind farm alone as set out in table 16.12 below
Table 16.12 – Cumulative Impact Assessment – A485
Monthly
Peak Brechfa Forest
West Wind Farm

Peak Brechfa Forest
Wind Farm +
Brechfa Forest
Connection

Element of Totals
related to just the
Connection

A485 Glangwili
Bridge

1344

1356

574

A485 - Peniel

1344

1016

234

A485 Rhydargaeau

1344

994

212

A485 Pontarsais

1344

956

174

Location

16.14.5 Table 16.12 sets out the cumulative traffic assessment at the three villages located
along the A485 in comparison to the total peak traffic from the wind farm
development alone. Traffic figures highlighted within the table are monthly. The
table highlights that the total peak traffic for the wind farm and connection would
fall well below the figures already consented for the wind farm in the peak of
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construction and as such it is considered that the cumulative impacts are
negligible. At Glangwili Bridge, the peak of the wind farm and the connection
combined are 12 higher than those anticipated in the peak of construction of the
wind farm. Considering the numerous worst case assessments that have been
considered in the traffic generation methodology set out in this chapter and the TA,
its considered that this is acceptable and falls within daily variance.
16.14.6 The effects related to the potential construction of the consented Brechfa Forest
East Wind Farm have not been considered in this cumulative assessment. It is
considered that as the connection to the potential Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm
have been removed from this project the likelihood of its construction coming
forward in the timefame established for the Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and
the Proposed Development considered above is not possible. Further details on
the cumulative assessment and the methodology and assumptions behind this are
contained within the TA.
16.14.7 The TA identifies that the timing of the roads works (excavation for underground
cable) on the A485 north of Glangwili Bridge in January and February 2017 may
coincide with the delivery of the turbine components (via Abnormal Indivisible
Loads - AILs) to the wind farm. Careful consideration will need to be given to the
design of any traffic management along the A485 to ensure that if the need for AIL
delivery over this section does coincide with the excavations adequate space is
given within the carriageway to allow the movement of the AIL’s.

16.15 Summary of effects
16.15.1 This chapter has set out the methodology for generating the number of vehicle
movements that will be required to construct the Proposed Development and using
this methodology it has derived the level of traffic that will be generated. It has
concluded that the development will produce comparatively low levels of traffic and
that such levels will take place over a relatively short period of time. As such, it has
been agreed with statutory consultees during the scoping of this chapter that no
further assessment of traffic and transport will be required.
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16.15.2 As part of the ongoing scheme development WPD has prepared a robust CTMP
(Volume 8.7) that seeks to control traffic journeying to and from the Proposed
Development and to mitigate any potential short term issues that may be
highlighted. This CTMP forms part of the documents submitted as part of the DCO
and will be controlled through the detailed consenting process.
16.15.3 Discussions have been held, and will continue to be held with the main highway
authorities as the Proposed Development moves forward to implementation.
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